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Prepare a tender with Presto
Process that a construction company can follow to prepare a tender with
Presto, structuring the project estimate in an appropriate way to receive
quotes from suppliers, obtaining the estimated cost and generating an
offer with the desired markups, especially in international environments.
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From the documentation received to Presto
Of all the possibilities, each company will choose the ones that best fit its
particular way of preparing the offer.
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Import to Presto
The documentation received to bid is usually scarce, poorly structured and
standardized. It is usually an Excel sheet or even a PDF with irregularly coded
work units, separating the trades by tabs, with few texts, global measurements
and, of course, no project prices.
Excel2Presto is a free Excel add-in specially prepared to convert these
sheets into Presto projects.
Check with RIB Spain for the custom import service or add-ons to import some
international formats. Presto's possibilities for translating the documentation
received can also be applied, which can greatly facilitate the preparation of the
offer.

Project in the study phase, with project and revised measurements, without prices
We assume from now on that the work units are inserted in a Task Breakdown
Structure, WBS, with quantities.
Generate the cost target
In Presto all cost and time analyses are carried out on the cost objective or
target, a price structure parallel to the received project estimate, so that the
initial structure remains unchanged.
To generate the target, you can use "Processes: Objective: Generate". As there
are no unit prices, breakdowns, or price analysis this process copies the project
quantity of all the work units in the target quantity.
If you are going to review the project measurement, the new quantities
are entered as the target quantity. Otherwise, the same are maintained.
In the contracting and payment system without remeasurement, the project
measurement is used to estimate revenue and the target measurement to
calculate costs.
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Pres = CanPres x Pres
Obj = CanObj x Obj
In the case of remeasurement, on the contrary, the expected revenues are
based on the adjusted measurement:
ObjPres = CanObj x Pres
If it is not necessary to study the income and the cost separately, many of
the following processes can be carried out working only with the project
estimate.
Estimated cost analysis
The unit cost can be entered directly into the work unit, based on experience or
by looking for similar work units in previous estimates and price tables.
It is also possible to create approximate or detailed price analyses, calculating
the necessary components of labor, materials, and equipment, which can also
be taken from predefined databases, with quantities and costs.
The assignment of standard codes to the most common work units
greatly facilitates the work of creating and using predefined cost
databases.
The structure of the target cost may be different from that of the project
estimate, introducing new concepts or recasting work units, in order to generate
the most appropriate cost structure for the contracting of the work, which is
usually different from the one received. For example, indirect costs or nonbillable ancillary means are introduced exclusively in the target.
All these processes are carried out with the usual Presto options, working on
quantities and target prices, through the operations described below. The end
result is an adequately structured estimate to receive bids from subcontractors
and suppliers and for subsequent procurement, if any.
Processes: Objective: Update decomposition
This option requires a database with predefined work units, oriented to
contracting or execution. It can be done manually, choosing the most
appropriate unit of work to those of the project, or automatically, by assigning
codes.

Analysis of an objective cost taken from a reference
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Processes: Objective: Merge items
When the source project contains several work units which are to be contracted
and executed all at once, this option groups the work units for the cost target,
without altering the project.

PVC manholes and collectors recast in two equivalent work units
Other operations with costs
These options are useful when project prices, as in Spanish public works, have
breakdown or price analysis and detailed measurements.
The options in the "Tools" menu alter both the project and the target,
while those in the "Processes" menu act selectively.
If you do not want to alter the project estimate, previously duplicate the affected
work units, canceling the target price in one and the project price in the other,
on which the desired operation will be applied.
Tools: Work units: Split
This option is useful in work units with take-off lines with different specifications
or costs based on some field or variable of the lines.
For example, in a façade that must receive different prices in each of its
orientations Presto will generate four units of work and will keep in the original
one the elements without orientation.
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Take-off lines of a façade with different orientations
Processes: Objective: Restructure breakdown

Restructuring of decompositions
This option allows to merge or eliminate all the concepts of each nature in the
price analyses, for example, to replace all the labor by a single subcontracted
crew.

Separation for cost analysis
Processes: Objective: Breakdown items
This option allows you to break down a work unit into two or more based on the
priceanalysis.
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To do this, the user modifies of the target cost analysis keeping only the
resources needed for first work item required. The option creates a new item
with the difference between this cost analysis and the project price analysis.
The process can be repeated successively.
Planning
The cost target can be periodized, assigning the quantities of each work unit to
the months or phases in which its execution is foreseen.
There are several procedures to carry out this planning with the desired
precision, to know the approximate dates of the different contracts and to
analyze the financial needs, as described in other documents.
If this planning exists, the contracts described below can be split based on it.
Packaging
The cost target is the basis for requesting quotes from subcontractors and
suppliers, creating contracts that group the elements supplied or executed by
the same family of suppliers.
In the ideal structure of an estimate the trades match the contracts
necessary to execute the work. In this case, the chapters become
contracts and the reclassification operations described below are not
required.
It is possible to create contracts and manually associate the desired supplies
with them. However, the following procedures greatly speed up this process.
Purchase lots
To automate the creation of contracts, you can assign to each concept that you
want to buy or subcontract a group code or purchase lot. This group can be
freely associated or can be taken from the contract table, which is an estimate
that contains as chapters and subchapters predefined purchasing groups,
facilitating selection and maintaining uniformity between the different works.
The contract box is chosen under "File: Working Environment: Tables:
Groups". With Presto, the contract table "Cuadro de proveedores" is
provided as an example.
The suggest box in the "Group" field of a concept displays a drop-down tree
with the groups.
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Table of predefined purchasing groups, with suppliers
This table has several possibilities, depending on the concepts and information
associated with each purchase group.
•
If it contains the concepts that belong to the group, the option "Processes:
Contracting: Filling in groups" assigns them automatically. It is not
necessary to insert all the concepts of the group, but generic concepts
whose codes have the same first characters.
•
If it contains the supplier-type entities supplying its products, it will also be
possible to search for suppliers suitable for the contracts of that
purchasing group.
•
If you include a text with conditions of purchase, this text will be added to
the contracts generated with the group.
The target components to be executed by the company itself and any other of
which the cost is already known can be grouped into internal lots, which do not
need a quote.
Create contracts
The process of creating contracts requires previously executing the option
"Processes: Contracting: Calculating resources", which calculates the elements
that need to be contracted, already classified in their respective lots.
Resources are considered all the elements necessary to execute the work,
calculated from bottom to top. Concepts with a breakdown that you want to buy
or outsource directly must be marked as supplies so that their lower-level
concepts are not taken into account.
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Resource calculation breakdown options
The necessary resources can be grouped:
• Based in their higher-level concepts that have been marked as destinations
or cost centers, which can be the same trades or chapters
• By the purchase group
• By a specific supplier, if they have been assigned to conceptss.
The "Resources" window allows you to analyze, check and previously modify
the information so that the generated contracts are exactly the desired ones.
Contracts are created with "Processes: Contracting: Creating Contracts", which
allows contracts to be separated into phases or creates a single contract. If the
purchase group is listed in the contract box and contains text, it will be added to
the contract.

Contracts and supplies obtained by purchasing groups
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Preparation of the tender
Assigning suppliers to contracts
Suppliers can be associated manually, creating the corresponding entities and
dragging them over the contract, in the "Contracts" window, or over their supply
window.
If the purchasing groups box contains suppliers assigned to each group,
automatic assignments can be made with the context menu option "Find and
associate suppliers".
You can limit the search to those of the same zip code in materials or services
in which proximity is necessary.

Search and association of suppliers for the contract in the figure above
Sending and receiving price requests
Price requests can be exported as a work of Presto or in Excel sheets, with the
information strictly necessary to bid.
The bidders fill in the unit prices, which are the only data that are considered in
the import, so they do not affect the modifications made to the work or the
Excel sheet sent.
Null prices and prices not offered "NA" are distinguished.
The price request can also be generated on paper, PDF or in a Word
document, and then filled in by hand.
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Price request sent to each of the bidders
Award of contracts
Presto generates all the necessary information to compare the quotes:
Average prices of each supply
• Standard deviation of the different offers, which may indicate risks or
difficulties in understanding the information offered
• The minimum theoretical price, combining the minimum prices of each
supply
•

Comparison of offers. In green the lowest supply of each supply
The bids, once studied, are awarded according to the established criterion,
passing the prices of the offer to the contract price, and replacing the target
cost, if desired.
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Generation of the offer estimate
Once the cost objective has been obtained, the tender or sales estimate can be
generated through the option "Processes: Objective: Generate", applying
markups by natures.

Markups
Assign a markup to each chapter
Since the cost and sale prices of each concept are independent, they can also
be altered on a case-by-case basis, if desired.
For example, to apply different markups by trades, you can enter the value in a
user numeric field, such as "UsrNum".
The estimate price is operated by an expression that multiplies the target cost
by each markup:
iif (Concepts.NatX == 0, Concepts.Obj * (Concepts[Code==Relations.CodSup].
UsrNum / 100 + 1), Concepts.Pres)
The condition selects only the work unit type concepts, so the operation can be
applied to the entire column of the "Pres" field.

Cost, offer with different markup for each trade and estimated total income
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Final margin check
Once the study is finished, the expected benefit is checked on screen or with
the specific reports.

Profit margin, without indirect or overhead costs
The percentages of extra cost that affect the entire work, such as indirect costs,
general expenses, risk and profit, can be incorporated globally into the
estimate.
In the cost target, site and home overheads are added in specific chapters with
the desired detail, which do not affect the project estimate.

Summary applying different percentages to the project estimate and the target
And then, once studied in the greatest detail, the price imposed by the
company management to be awarded the work is set.
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